In wireless sensor networks, the sensor nodes collect data, which are routed to a sink node. Most of the existing proposals address the routing problem to maximize network lifetime in the case of a single sink node. In this paper, we extend this problem into the case of multiple sink nodes. To maximize network lifetime, we consider the two problems: (i) how to position multiple sink nodes in the area, and (ii) how to route traffic flows from sensor nodes to sink nodes. In this paper, the solutions to these problems are formulated into a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model. However, it is computationally difficult to solve the MILP formulation as the size of sensor network grows because MILP is NP-hard. Thus, we propose a heuristic algorithm, which produces a solution in polynomial time. From our experiments, we found out that the proposed heuristic algorithm provides a near-optimal solution for maximizing network lifetime in dense sensor networks.
Introduction
Wireless sensor networks consist of battery-powered sensor nodes and sink nodes (or base stations). Sensor nodes have communication and sensing (e.g., temperature, humidity, pressure, light) capabilities. Sink nodes, regarded as ones without power-constraints, collect sensory data from sensor nodes. Snsor nodes have small communication range, so that they relay sensed events to sink nodes by setting up multi-hop data paths.
There have been a lot of research efforts on power saving to maximize the lifetime of a wireless sensor network. However, most of them assumed that there is only one single sink node in a wireless sensor network and thus focused on only the routing algorithm or the sleep-wake up mechanism of sensor nodes for power-saving. Moreover, there has been no consideration about the optimality of the network lifetime. In this paper, we define problems with multiple sink nodes in a wireless sensor network and propose a mathematical framework to achieve the maximum network lifetime.
In general, the average path length from sensor nodes to sink nodes decreases as the number of sink nodes increases. As a result, the average energy consumption of each sensor node decreases, which implies that the sensor network lifetime increases. However, in most of sensor network applications, the cost of a sink node is typically much higher than the cost of a sensor node. As an example, a sink node may need wired power supply and the internet connection through a gateway to send collected data from sensor nodes to a management system. Therefore, the number of sink nodes is constrained.
If the number of sink nodes is constrained, the positioning of multiple sink nodes is one of the most important issues to maximize the sensor network lifetime [21] . Typically, if there is only one sink node, the vicinity of the center of the sensor network might be the best position for the sink node. Once sink nodes have been positioned, the next issue is to route data efficiently from sensor nodes to sink nodes. Note that the routing does not mean a dynamic routing protocol that changes data paths adaptively as the change of network topology. In this paper, the routing means a static routing for static network model that sensor nodes have no mobility. In addition, the objective of routing problems for wireless sensor networks is focused on increasing the network lifetime rather than improving the link utilization or reducing latency because the critical resource of wireless sensor networks is the battery power of sensor nodes.
The objective of this paper is to find the maximum boundary of network lifetime for static network by mathematical framework. Even if the network is not assumed to be static, the proposed algorithms can be used to find the best sink positions and to estimate the network lifetime as a reference. In this paper, three schemes are introduced to maximize network lifetime: k-Partitioned Minimum Depth Tree (k-PMDT), Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation and MILP's heuristic. Each algorithm gives solutions for positioning multiple sink nodes and finding routing paths. k-PMDT is the simplest approach that attempts to find the shortest path from a sensor node to a sink node. The use of the shortest path to forward data to sink node is common in many routing protocols. k-PMDT represents such common routing protocols. The result of network lifetime by k-PMDT is compared to those by proposed algorithms (MILP and its heuristic) in Section 6. MILP is formulated to find the optimal solution. However, it is inappropriate to apply to a large-scale sensor network because MILP is known to be NP-hard. Thus, we propose a heuristic algorithm of MILP formulation which gives a nearoptimal solution in polynomial time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, related work is shown. The network model and scenarios are introduced in Section 3. The problem definition and the proposed algorithms for multiple sink positioning and route decision are presented in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. In Section 6, each algorithm is evaluated for the relation of the network lifetime to the number of sink nodes. The conclusion of the paper is drawn in Section 7.
Related Work
Wireless sensor networks are attracting more attention from industry. In the past, most research focused on the energy conservation [1] , [2] , data aggregation [3] , [4] or routing [5] . Recently, several studies [6] - [8] , [19] - [21] focused on the issues regarding multiple sinks (base stations). They worked on positioning multiple sinks, grouping sensors into disjoint clusters or designing routing topology optimally.
[21] considers the problem of positioning data collecting base stations (sink nodes) in a sensor network. They addressed base station positioning (BSP) problem and explained general properties of BSP problem. They showed BSP problem is NP-completeness. In case of the positions of the base stations are limited by the positions of power sources, however, the BSP problem is turned into NP-hard. The authors also addressed the possibility of improving network performances by optimal positioning of base stations. They suggest greedy algorithm and local search algorithm for optimal positioning of base stations. The proposed algorithms show better performance compared to random positioning, however, it is far different from optimal solution.
In [19] , the authors proposed a methodology for routing and optimally designing the topology of a wireless sensor network. To design network topology optimally, they proposed a mathematical formulation based on conservative vector fields related to the communication load. In case that there are multiple destinations in the sensor network, they showed the value of potential function at the location of all destinations should be equal for optimal partitioning. However, this paper assumes fixed location of sink nodes. It gives the optimal routing topology only. Moreover the authors assumed the data path is linear. That is, the mathematical analysis used in this paper is not applicable for sparse network.
[20] introduced two heuristic algorithms, GAHO (Genetic Algorithm Hop-count Optimization) and GADO (Genetic Algorithm Distanced Optimization), for multiple gateways (sink nodes) placement for minimizing the data collection latency. They employ genetic algorithms to group sensors into disjoint clusters and identify an optimized position for the individual gateways. However, the disjoint partitions could be unbalanced in size because it is focused on minimize distance or hop-count to gateway to reduce latency. The unbalanced disjoint partitions will show poor network lifetime. Moreover, it does not consider routing paths.
Network Model and Scenarios
In this paper, we assume that the sensor network model has the following features. First, a sensor network is assumed to be static. This means both of sensor nodes and sink nodes have no mobility. Second, the positions for sensor nodes or sink nodes are predefined, but each position could be occupied by a sensor node or by a sink node. For example, if n positions which sensor nodes or sink nodes will be placed are expected and the number of sink nodes is k, there are n C k possible ways to place sink nodes. Third, each node is able to control transmission power strength adaptively as the distance between sender and receiver. That is, the power consumption of a sender is low when a receiver is close to the sender and high when a receiver is far from the sender. The details of power model will be given in Section 6.
One of scenarios is urban sensor networks (e.g. building monitoring, bridge monitoring). The assumptions that every node does not have mobility and nodes are placed in predefined positions are reasonable because the sensor nodes and sink nodes will be deployed in a planned manner with regard to sensing coverage. Another reason that makes these assumptions reasonable is the positions of power sources are limited to specific positions where the sink nodes will be placed. Another scenario is a layered sensor network [9] , [22] . Figure 1 illustrates the two-tier sensor network. Typically, the layered sensor network is used for a large scale sensor network such that military surveillance or environmental monitoring. In this scenario, several areas to be investigated are predetermined. In each area, there are many low-cost sensor nodes and a cluster header. A cluster header which collects data from sensor nodes is either a powerful sensor node or a base station. Note that they perform the same functionalities but base station has wired power connection (infinite power supplement). If we consider cluster headers only, which are logically located at the higher layer, this scenario is matched to proposed sensor network model in this paper. The issue to be solved is to find best locations for base stations and routing paths among cluster headers. 
Problem Definition
The goal of this paper is to maximize the lifetime of a sensor network with multiple sink nodes. In wireless sensor networks, the lifetime is one of important performance factors because a sensor network usually consists of battery-powered sensor nodes. There are several definitions in the lifetime in the literature on wireless sensor networks. In non-mission-critical applications, the lifetime could be defined as the network operation time until the ratio of depleted nodes is reached to a predefined threshold. In mission-critical applications, lifetime is defined as the network operation time until the first sensor node dies. This paper handles with the latter definition only.
By the definition of the sensor network lifetime, the problem to maximize the sensor network lifetime can be converted to the one to maximize the minimum of lifetimes of sensor nodes. Assuming every sensor node produces a fixed data volume periodically (e.g. monitoring), each node's lifetime is calculated from the following Eq. (1). If we assume that a sensor node consumes its power only when it transmits or receives data, the lifetime of a sensor node is dependent on the transmitted and received data volume regardless time dimension (no power consumption in idle state). Since Vol period and Period monitor are constants, the problem to maximize the sensor network lifetime can be directly converted to the one to maximize the minimum of Vol node (s). Hereafter, we will refer to the minimum of Vol node (s) as Vol min and the rest of this paper will be focused on maximizing Vol min .
The three algorithms which will be introduced in Section 5 calculate Vol min value. These algorithms find the best set of positions for sink nodes and set up the optimal routes. The route solution gives traffic volume of each link as well as the directions of data path, so that we can get a static routing graph of a given sensor network.
Algorithms for Multiple Sink Positioning
and Routing
K -Partitioned Minimum Depth Tree
Minimum Depth Tree (MDT) [11] is a tree that minimizes the cost from each vertex to the root when there is a graph with weighted edges and the root is determined. In point of view of networks, MDT can be used to determine the shortest and static routing paths for static networks in case that there is a single root in a network. k-Partitioned Minimum Depth Tree (k-PMDT), a extended version of MDT, is designed for a sensor network which has multiple sink nodes. An algorithm to divide the sensor network into k (the number of sink nodes) disjoint partitions is added to MDT to apply MDT on a wireless sensor network which has multiple sink nodes. The performance of network lifetime by k-PMDT as a representative of general routing protocols which use the shortest path to forward data to sink nodes was evaluated and will be compared with other proposed algorithms in Section 6. k means the number of sink nodes. First, the k-PMDT algorithm solves the shortest path problem from each sensor node to a sink node. Because there are multiple sink nodes in the sensor network, a sensor node calculates the shortest path to each sink node. Then, the sensor node selects one sink node as a root of the MDT which has the shortest path among the paths to several sink nodes. This routine is repeated for every sensor node in the sensor network. Finally the sensor network is partitioned into k partitions and each partitioned network makes a MDT. However, according to the network model proposed in this paper, the positions of sink nodes are not determined. Each position can be occupied by a sensor node or a sink node. Therefore the k-PMDT algorithm should be applied for every possible combination of k sink nodes, and then the set of sink nodes which maximize Vol min should be chosen. For example, if there are n sensor nodes and k sink nodes are expected, k-PMDT algorithm should be run n C k times to get the best set of sink nodes. The maximum of Vol min can be found out easily by the following way. First, calculate the number of children for each sensor node in MDT. The children include children's children recursively. Second, calculate the link cost to parent. The link cost is determined by the given power model and MDT topology. Then, the total data volume produced at each sensor node can be calculated from the following Eq. (2). The following is a pseudo code of k-PMDT algorithm and Fig. 2 shows a result of k -PMDT on a sample wireless sensor network. k-PMDT algorithm FOR each set of n C k FOR each sensor node FOR each sink node calculate the shortest path from sensor node to sink node. END FOR choose one sink node as a root of the MDT which has the shortest path of the paths to several sink nodes. END FOR calculate Vol min for each partitioned MDT based on given power model. k-PMDT's Vol min is the minimal Vol min of each partitioned MDT's Vol min. END FOR choose the best set of sink nodes which maximize k-PMDT's Vol min. n : the number of nodes (includes sink nodes) k : the number of sink nodes The Floyd-Warshall algorithm [12] , [13] is used to find the shortest path between sensor nodes and sink nodes. It is a graph analysis algorithm for finding shortest paths in a weighted, directed graph. The shortest paths between all pairs of vertices can be found out by a single execution of the algorithm. The time complexity of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm is q(n 3 ) and therefore k-PMDT can be solved by a deterministic machine in polynomial time.
As k-PMDT is based on MDT, each path cost from a sensor node to a sink node is optimal. k-PMDT, however, has some weak points. From the point of view of the overall network, load balancing of partitioned networks is not considered. This unbalance is shown in Fig. 2 . In the largest partitioned network, some relay sensor nodes become heavily loaded in packet forwarding as the number of children increases and these sensor nodes show poorer lifetime. It is also a weak point that each sensor node has the shortest routing path only. Each sensor node sends data to a single sink node through a single routing path. In general, network lifetime shows poorer performance in case of a single routing path than in case of multiple routing paths.
Mixed Integer Linear Programming Formulation
k-PMDT is a basic algorithm for positioning multiple sink nodes and setting up the routes. It has an advantage that the computation is ended in polynomial time. However, it does not give us an optimal solution. In this paper, we now propose a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation to find an optimal solution. . e init /P 0 t is the maximum data volume that a sensor node transmits. (4) Sink nodes cannot send any data to other nodes. (5) Define Vol min . If a node is a sink, it has no effect on Vol min value. (6) Sensor nodes consume power when transmit or receive data. The consumed power cannot be larger than initial energy. The energy of a sink node is unlimited. We can get an optimal solution for positioning multiple sink nodes and determining routing paths from the above MILP. Also, the solution gives the volume value about the data flow of each link and data produced at each sensor node. However, there is an obstacle to MILP. Because MILP is known as a NP-hard, it cannot be solved in polynomial time. Thus we use the CPLEX [14] tool to solve MILP. CPLEX gives an optimal solution in reasonable time using a variety of branching and node selection techniques, including cuts and heuristics for MILP problems. Figure 3 is a result of MILP formulation by CPLEX on a sample of wireless sensor networks. The solution bounds the maximum lifetime of a wireless sensor network.
Heuristic, Linear Programming with K-means Clustering
Although MILP formulation gives us an optimal solution to maximize the networks lifetime, there is a limit to scalability even if we use heuristics for MILP. The calculation time cannot be solved in polynomial time and is not predictable. This is because MILP is a NP-hard problem.
We divide the MILP problem into two steps to remove this obstacle. First, we make sink nodes to be positioned and the network to be partitioned. And then, the routes are set up for each partitioned network. In the first step, the kmeans clustering algorithm is used. For general k-means clustering, k-means+ + algorithm by David Arthur et al. [15] is (log k)-competitive with the optimal clustering. However, the center of cluster (sink) cannot be located at arbitrary position in the proposed network model in this paper. For the proposed network model, the approximation algorithm of k-means clustering by T. Kanungo et al. [16] guarantees that the clustering procedure converges after the polynomial number of swaps by a local improvement heuristic based on the swapping center in and out.
In the second step to get optimal routing paths, Linear Programming (LP) for a single sink node is used instead of MILP for multiple sink nodes. This can be done because the sensor network is partitioned with a single sink node which is positioned by k-means clustering procedure in first step. Consequently, the integer variable s i in the MILP formulation, which means whether node i is a sink node or not, can be removed in the second step. Hence the MILP problem is changed into an LP problem. LP problem can be solved in polynomial time. Narendra Karmarkar [17] proposed an algorithm with O(n 3.5 ) arithmetic operations for a LP problem, where n is the number of variables.
From these two steps, the obstacle on time complexity of MILP has been removed in heuristic. The following is LP formulation for a single sink node. Fig. 4 shows a result of heuristic on a sample of wireless sensor networks. 
Performance Evaluation
In this Section, numerical results of three algorithms in Section 5 are analyzed. The sample wireless sensor networks consist of 40 randomly located nodes in 400m × 400m. The number of sink nodes is changed from one to eight in evaluation of each algorithm. We repeated the evaluation for 40 sample network and averaged the result. The following power model [18] is used for evaluation.
Initial energy of a sensor node e itit = 100000nJ Transmitting power consumption per bit P ij t = 50 (nJ/bit) + 0.01 (nJ/bit· m 2 ) · dist ij 2 (m 2 ) (3) (dist ij : distance between node i and node j) Receiving power consumption per bit P r = 50 (nJ/bit) As we mentioned in Section 4, we assumed that power consumption in idle state or sleep state is not considered and it is related to data exchange only regardless of time dimension. The initial energy of a sensor node is set to low value to get a solution fast. We have simulated two cases. One is the case when the network is fullyconnected and the other is the case when the transmission range of sensor nodes is limited to 80m. The performance evaluation of a fully-connected network is shown in Fig. 5 . Each node has many neighbors in the fully-connected network and it means the network is dense. k-PMDT shows poorer performance than MILP or heuristic algorithm in dense network. The main reason is because k-PMDT allows the shortest single routing path only from each node to a sink node without load-balancing. Some of sensor nodes are heavily loaded for data forwarding in the unbalanced tree network. On the other hand, the MILP and heuristic algorithms allow multiple routing paths to sink nodes with optimal load-balancing. In Fig. 5 , the difference between the MILP algorithm and the heuristic algorithm is originated from the network partitioning. However, the result shows the effect of network partitioning is small in this case. Also, the positioning of sink nodes by k-means clustering works well. Especially in case of a single sink node, MILP and heuristic show almost the same result.
The main factor to affect network lifetime differs in the sparse networks. Figure 6 is the result of evaluation for the sparse network. The heuristic algorithm shows similar performance to k-PMDT not M-ILP. This means heuristic algorithm is more affected by partitioning off the sensor network than support of multiple paths in the sparse network. Hence, the heuristic algorithm guarantees good result only when the sensor network is dense. MILP algorithm shows better performance than the other algorithms in network lifetime because it does not make disjoint partitions. The sharp increase of network lifetime between 17.5% and 20% in x-axis of k-PMDT and heuristic algorithm are occurred because every sensor node is connected to a sink node directly as the percentage of sink nodes increases, so that no sensor nodes are loaded for data forwarding.
Conclusion
In this paper, we solved two problems to maximize network lifetime of multiple-sink sensor networks. The two problems are how to position multiple sink nodes and how to route traffic flows from sensor nodes to sink nodes. The MILP formulation proposed in this paper gives the optimal solution for multi-sink sensor networks. However, it has an obstacle which is hard to apply to a large-scale sensor network because MILP is known to be NP-hard. Thus, we proposed a heuristic algorithm of MILP formulation which finds a solution in polynomial time. The proposed heuristic algorithm gives near-optimal solution for dense sensor network, but we still have a challenge to design a heuristic algorithm which finds near-optimal solution for sparse networks. We expect that our approaches will be good references concerning the estimation of the sensor network lifetime.
